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XIBU senseMOISTCARE
 Foam dispenser for moist 
 toiletpaper

www.hagleitner.com

World  

innovation

moistened toilet paper  

with  

careMOUSSE



Moistened toilet paper is, meanwhile, used in ca. 40 % of all households. 
With the XIBU senseMOISTCARE you can now offer your customers 

a feeling of being at home also in the washroom which will also help 
you to stand out from the competition. Simply hold the dry toilet paper 

under the dispenser and the pre-set amount of careMOUSSE will be 
dispensed touch-free. 

The use of mousse is an absolute world innovation. This is, on the one  
hand, extremely agreeable and, on the other hand, enables economical use  

of the refill.

A feeling of cleanliness 
as though you were at 
home – now also in hotels,
at the workplace or in res-
taurants.

„

 A dispenser for moistening toilet paper. 

„



Easy to use 
 for perfect hygiene.

The patented vacuumBAG ensures  
95 % less waste than with products of 
other manufacturers. This is also becau-
se our refills ensure that everything  
is used whilst other systems waste about 
13 % or more. The packaging membra-

ne of the vacuumBAG is only a few 
micrometres thick and weighs only  
21 grams. A standard waste container 
can, therefore, hold more than one  
million vacuumBAGs.

The frothy soft careMOUSSE for moistening toilet paper 
has the same ph value as skin and has been dermatolo-
gically tested for allergies and irritations. Soothing  
ingredients such as aloe vera ensure a feeling of cleanliness 
and comfort. One careMOUSSE refill in the vacuumBAG 
is sufficient for ca. 500 applications.
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freshly moistened toilet paper  
 with cleansing careMOUSSE.



XIBU senseMOISTCARE  
Personal hygiene for the highest standards.

References  
this impresses our customers.

Our customers have liked using moistened toilet paper for  
already some time. With the new XIBU senseMOISTCARE  
we now finally have a clean solution which means there  
are no unnecessary containers standing around in the 
washroom.

- Johann Reiter, Hotel Königgut,Wals/Salzburg, Austria 

The idea of moistening normal toilet paper with mousse is, 
quite simply, genius! The cleaning of our toilets is now also 
significantly cheaper and takes less time. 

 - Martin Gassner, Restaurant Cafe Gassner, 
St.Georgen/Attergau, Austria

1. Whilst normal pre-moistened toilet paper often  
blocks the toilet, is full of germs and creates untidiness 
in the washroom, the senseMOISTCARE dispenses 
skin friendly careMOUSSE which is applied to  
normal toilet paper. This means that toilet blockages 
as well as any boxes full of dirty paper are a thing  
of the past.

3. The real revolution is the careMOUSSE which foams 
up in the dispenser. Its ph value which is the same as 
the skin and the gentle strength of aloe vera cleanse 
and protect the intimate area. Allergies do not occur 
thanks to the ingredients used.  

2. The use of the mousse guarantees extremely econo-
mical dispensing - customers and washroom operators 
benefit equally. 

4. One vacuumBAG with careMOUSSE is sufficient for 
more than 500 applications. Cleaning personnel save 
time and money. Total toilet paper consumption is also 
significantly reduced with the use of freshly moistened 
paper. 



Decor option

The sensor controlled dispenser can be operated by electricity 
by means of the mains adaptor. Alternativley, batteries may also 
be used.

The XIBU senseMOISTCARE adapts to the design of  
any washroom like a chameleon. Choose from seven  
different decors. 

Option powerPACK

Order information. 

tech wsteel

carbon

black

tech

wood

XIBU senseMOISTCARE white, Art.-No. 4110101650

Further decor versions:

steel  Art.-No.  4110101653

tech w  Art.-No.  4110101668

carbon  Art.-No.  4110101657

black  Art.-No.  4110101667

tech  Art.-No.  4110101659

wood  Art.-No.  4110101660

Refill: 

careMOUSSE, 6 x 0.3 kg, Art.-No.  411070850100

senseMOISTCARE accessories:

systemBATTERIES AA-Typ, 4 pcs./pack, Art.-No. 4111204300

XIBU powerPACK ex 12 V, Art.-No. 4111202400

XIBU powerPACK in 12 V, Art.-No. 4111203100
AC plug adapter and battery-compartment adapter for battery-free 
operation of XIBU senseMOISTCARE,
cable length 150 cm.
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HAGLEITNER HYGIENE  
INTERNATIONAL GmbH
Lunastraße 5
5700 Zell am See, Austria 

Tel. +43 (0)5 0456 
Fax +43 (0)5 0456 7777 
office@hagleitner.at

www.hagleitner.com
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SIMPLE BATTERY CHANGE
The battery can be changed in a  
matter of seconds - thanks to the easily 
accessible and removable compartment.

1

REFILL PROTECTION
The colour coded tank lid guarantees that 

only the correct refill will be installed in  

the dispenser. 

2

FUNCTION STANDBY 
AT A GLANCE
The LED illuminated ring indicates the  

operational status. Green signals full opera-

tional ability, green/red indicates that the 

refill must be changed.

6

„NEVER EMPTY“
A reserve tank ensures that you still  

have enough for 50 applications even if the 

vacuumBAG is empty.

3

ECONOMICAL USE 
You set how much careMOUSSE will be  

used each time.

5

FLEXIBLE ASSEMBLY
The dispenser can be opened from both sides. 

It can, therefore, also be installed in corners 

or alongside other dispensers. Your refill is 

protected against theft.

4

The XIBU senseMOISTCARE  
 an intelligent dispenser.


